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Abstract 

 

Now a day in the fast growing industrial age every industry needs speed in manufacturing to cope up with customer’s 

requirement. The basic objective of this project is to develop a minimum weight and low cost industrial pallets for handling 

engine blocks. From this we achieve faster transportation. Material handling is a very broad topic of science discussion, therefore 

the main idea behind developing such a design to demonstrate the situation of pallets utilization in industries and related 

affecting factors. The final model is a combination of standardize process and the simplicity ideas. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A pallet is a flat structure used as a base for the automated or manual handling of goods in the supply chain. It is used to store, 

protect and transport goods in the supply chain, while being handled by material handling equipments such as forklifts, pallet 

jacks or conveyors, stored in racking or bulk storage, or transported in transport vehicles. 

The pallet is the most common base for the unit load. Pallets are manufactured from the variety of materials. The wood pallet 

dominates the marketplace but plastic pallet, composite pallets, paper pallets and metal pallets also have a presence. 

This research paper deals with handling number of engine blocks from one place to another place from single pallet. And put 

those pallets in the stacking form. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Manoj P. Talele1, Ashok J.Keche2 – This research paper conclude that on the analysis result and the practical work it seen that 

the welded design is safer in the small capacity engine at large quantity transportation because of strength, reused and recycled 

are the benefits of this type of pallets.  

Abdullah Waseem1, Ahmad Nawaz2, Nauman Munir3, Bilal Islam4, Sahar Noor5- In this research a pallet is designed and 

analyzed by comparing various materials on Pro-E and Ansys respectively. Analysis is done by considering uniformly 

distributed static force on pallet.  

Sourabh R. Dinde1 and Rajashekhar S.Talikoti2- According to the structural point of view industrial packet rack structure can 

be considered typical steel framed structure. This work presents a general analysis of an industrial pallet rack structure, 

evaluating the influence of each of the components on the global stability. The aim is to braced/unbraced frames were design and 

their analytical models are to be built in software. 

Benoit P Gilbert1, Lip H. Teh2, Romain X. Badet3 and Kim J.R.Rasmussen4- This paper analyses the influence of horizontal 

bracing restraints provided by the pallets on the behavior and design of steel drive-in racks. The pallets are shown to significantly 

influence the bending moment distribution in the uprights. The single upright model presented by Godley was improved by 

including the restraints provided by the rail beam and the pallet. Comparison with advance 3D finite element analyses showed 

that the improved single upright model was able to accurately reproduce the bending moment distribution in the upright in the 

down-aisle direction under gravity and out-of plumb loads. 

M.H.R. Godley1, R.G. Beale2 and X. Feng3- This paper present an efficient approach to the analysis and design of unbraced 

pallet rack structure subjected to horizontal and vertical loads. The structures are analyzed by considering an equivalent free-

sway column and solving the differential equation of flexure. Results of the analysis are compared with a traditional non-linear 

finite element solution of the same problem.  
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III. IDENTIFIED GAPS IN LITERATURE 

In most of the recent journals and papers published, whole engines are moved from pallet and some are in rack form (braced and 

unbraced). But in this paper I move maximum engine blocks from a pallet and store it in stacking form. 

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In the existing design of pallets the metallic pallets are extensively used. These metallic pallets are oriented in such a manner that 

the bending strength of the pallet reduces. In this Project I am addressing this problem by suggesting a new design. 

V. OBJECTIVE 

In this project I am undertaking a detailed investigation of existing industrial pallets (metal) used in fork lift truck. After that I 

will analyze the existing design and modify it to reduce the weight or cost. The modified design will be further analyzed and 

validated to confirm that it can take the design loads. 

VI. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

1) Getting details of existing design. 

2) CAD modal generation of existing design. 

3) F.E.A of existing design. 

4) Modification to reduce weight or cost, 

5) F.E.A of modified design. 

6) Optimization. 

7) New product drawing release. 

 
Fig. 1: CAD modal of Metal Pallet 

VII. CONCLUSION 

With the help of this type of pallet I wanted to move more number of engine blocks at a time and store maximum pallets in 

stacking form. From this we save the floor space area and also increase the production rate. 
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